I’m Trying To
I'm trying to touch a couple billion
I mean that in every breath of me or die trying
even though the system views me as a career criminal
I'm only moving in accordance as predetermined supervising –
I'm trying to overcome fears and obstacles knowing
my drive, passion, and determination will see me through
on the global stage I'm introducing Oyezzz to the world
loving every bit of my lovely America red, white, and blue –
I'm trying to see you breath, succeed, and win
just like I desire to propel, win, and every bit of succeed
so I try to be acutely aware with self about my powers, intent,
purposes, conveyance, and perpetuation of greed –
like the accountant, my comprehension of math
may be obsessive and considered outside the norm
I'm trying to show an unbreakable strength if we unify
I'm talking growth, success, and love for every child that's born –
I'm trying to graduate Oyezzz in brand and stature
from the joint free flying high statistically against all odds
damn I'm trying to be a better man worthy of a queen
so I'll continue to self correct and navigate in the midst of all blogs –
I'm trying to graduate conspiracies and double standards of life
like the NCAA, law applications, policing, and bribery
shit like Kylie I'm trying to surpass Forbes records with a vision
and aspirations like the Currys are doing for those lil Rileys –
when I tell you I'm trying I'm really trying
my principals are intact so I want to propel & shine
spending decades chasing problems stuck in fast forward
without ever reflecting on the internal & external profits if rewind –
words will never express how much I appreciate Vantell Media
I'm talking a quality of woman truly one of the best ever
this woman recognized a diamond in the ruff in stormy weather
her actions hollering what can't be done alone we achieve together –
To all my dream chasers, visionaries, hustlers, and game changers
although we are all truly imperfect I can really say we are all trying.
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